Tunable Wavelength-Demultiplexer by Tapered Photonic Crystal Waveguide
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ABSTRACT

We numerically investigate the design of a wavelength de-multiplexer based on a tapered photonic crystal waveguide. The tapered waveguide is generated by reducing the width of the channel which, in turn, provides a gradual change in the effective index for the guided modes. Depending on the wavelength, the grading effect enables the propagating beam to be trapped at different spatial positions along the waveguide. Furthermore, alternation on the tapering angle, i.e. changing the slope of the tapered waveguide, will result in a spatial shifting of the trapping locations. Thus, the structure can be adjusted to pick up the frequencies of interest at the chosen positions. Numerical results show that, by placing vertical line defects as drop channels at specific locations, different wavelengths can be properly guided along the drop channels that are transverse to the main waveguide.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Potential applications of optical wavelength-selective structures, such as bio-sensing, spectral analysis, routing (switching) in optical communication networks have attracted many research efforts from a wide scientific community. Photonic crystals (PCs) are perfect candidates to construct such devices. Due to the unique guiding mechanism of PCs, an electromagnetic wave inside a PC structure can be prohibited to propagate at certain frequencies and in certain directions within the structure. Various approaches have taken advantage of this property for in wavelength-splitting, such as directional couplers [1, 2], micro-cavities [3, 4], graded index structures [5-7] or even semiconductor nano-wires [8]. While many of those approaches successfully implemented the idea of wavelength de-multiplexing, there is still the need for efficient and compact designs with very low cross-talk between channels.

A wave propagating in a photonic crystal waveguide (PCWG) can be substantially slowed down and localized, by the band-gap effect. This phenomenon is also known as slow light and can be achieved for different wavelengths by providing different local band-gaps at different locations on the PCWG, so that certain frequencies can propagate only at certain regions in the PCWG. One way to construct a PCWG with different local band-gaps is to gradually change the width of the waveguide. It is known that, decreasing the PCWG width increases the effective index of the guided mode and shifts its dispersion curve down in the band structure. The change in the dispersion curve introduces new frequencies that will be located in the band-gap area. Thus, a propagating beam can be allowed to propagate in a PCWG with a wider waveguide, and can be inhibited to propagate in a narrower waveguide. Consequently, the cut-off region of a guided mode (boundaries of the transmission band) can be engineered so that the width modulated waveguide acts as an optical filter.

2. DESIGN APPROACH AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this study, we demonstrate that a tapered PCWG can localize and demultiplex a propagating electromagnetic wave at various locations. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a two-dimensional (2D) square lattice PC is designed with an angled line defect that forms a tapered waveguide with a tip angle, $\theta$. The line defect with an angle separates the structure into two symmetric PC regions, which are tilted up and tilted down by an angle of $\theta/2$. The PC regions consists of Silicon (Si) rods, with a refractive index of $n = 3.46$ and a radius equal to $r = 0.35a$, where $a$ is the lattice constant. The structural length and height of both PC regions are set to $L_x = 50a$ and $L_y = 10a$ as shown in Fig. 1, respectively.

To better understand the localization and trapping mechanism created by the tapered PCWG, a continuous wave with transverse magnetic (TM) polarization was launched into the input of the PCWG. To determine the frequency response of the WG structure the plane wave expansion method is used. The regarding PC super-cell columns of the tapered waveguide is exploited to calculate the dispersion diagram. We should note that, the operating frequencies are selected in band regions where slow light effects can be observed. Next, finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method in 2D [9] was employed for the calculation of the spatial electric-field
intensity distribution at the operating frequencies $a/\lambda = \{0.39, 0.40, 0.41, 0.42\}$. In this case a tapered PCWG with tip angle equal to $\theta = 0.40^\circ$ is used and the corresponding field intensity distributions are given in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. Moreover, the dependency of the operating frequency on the localization point is plotted in Fig. 2(e), to show the relationship more quantitatively. One can deduce that the relationship between the operating frequency and the travelling distance to get localized light is nearly linear. Hence, one can easily calculate the stopping point analytically, for the other frequencies within the operational bandwidth. This is also useful if one needs to select an optimum structural length $L_x$, according to a desired operational bandwidth.

Figure 1. Schematics of the tapered photonic crystal waveguide with structural parameters $L_x$ and $L_y$. The zoomed version of the selected PC square lattice region is depicted as an inset.

After we determine the response of the tapered waveguide to the selected frequencies, transverse line defects as drop channels in the perpendicular direction were introduced as depicted in Fig. 3(a). The channel separations have distance values equal to $L_{CH1} = 8a$, $L_{CH2} = 18a$, $L_{CH3} = 28a$ with respect to the input plane. These channels, denoted as $CH1$, $CH2$ and $CH3$, are expected to couple the localized light on the main channel and guide it towards the drop channels. To test this expectation, the transmission efficiencies of the drop channels $CH1$, $CH2$ and $CH3$ are numerically calculated. For this reason, a Gaussian pulse is launched into the waveguide. Detectors are placed at the end side of the drop channels. The transmission efficiencies are calculated and normalized by dividing the detected power to the incident power. The regarding results for the tapered PCWG, with $\theta = 0.40^\circ$ and $\theta = 0.80^\circ$ are given in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. Figures 3(b) and 3(c), indicate distinct peaks in the transmission spectra, as expected.

However, sidelobes (local peaks near the expected frequency) with relatively large amplitudes seem to cause crosstalk and loss in the dropping efficiency. These preliminary results encourage us to continue for further optimization about the determining the locations of dropping channels and enhancing the effective wavelength selectivity. The study continues considering these aspects of the problem.

For further inspection, the tapered PCWG with drop channels is illuminated by a continuous source with frequencies obtained from the peaks of the transmission spectra. These frequencies correspond to $a/\lambda = \{0.390, 0.398, 0.407\}$ and $a/\lambda = \{0.402, 0.419, 0.435\}$ for $\theta = 0.40^\circ$ and $\theta = 0.80^\circ$, respectively. Figures 4(a-b-c) and Figs. 4(d-e-f) demonstrate the steady state field distributions at these peak frequencies, for the two inclined
angles: $\theta = 0.40^\circ$ and $\theta = 0.80^\circ$, respectively. Simulation results show that, the selected frequencies are coupled into the drop channels. However, crosstalks appear at both configurations, as expected.

Figure 3: (a) Schematics of the tapered photonic crystal waveguide with drop channels. The heights of the channels are equal to $d_{CH}=8a$. The transmission spectrums obtained at the drop channels are given for (b) $\theta=0.4^\circ$ and (c) $\theta=0.8^\circ$.

The existence of the leakages (cross-talks) can be prohibited. In order to tackle the problem, the separations of the drop channels become important. Besides, after light localizes at different positions, the dropping efficiency can be manipulated by optimizing the coupling strategy between horizontal and vertical waveguides. In the preliminary result, we keep only two dielectric rods without altering their locations or radii. As a result, there will be improvement for the dropping efficiency if one modifies opto-geometric values of the coupling region.

Figure 4. Steady state field distributions of the tapered PC WG with $\theta=0.4^\circ$ and operating frequencies (a) $a/\lambda=0.390$, (b) $a/\lambda=0.398$ and (c) $a/\lambda=0.407$; with $\theta=0.8^\circ$ and operating frequencies (d) $a/\lambda=0.397$, (e) $a/\lambda=0.419$ and (f) $a/\lambda=0.435$.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The light localization and demultiplexing abilities of a tapered photonic crystal waveguide is proposed and numerically verified. Calculated spectra via the FDTD method, confirms the operational principal. Moreover, the designed structure operates in a linear region, which means there is a linear relation between drop frequencies and positions. The results also verify the tunability of the structure. Different inclination angles produces different waveguide filter acting as de-multiplexer with the placement of drop channels. Both the simplicity of the design and the linear operating ability are the major advantageous of the designed wavelength-demultiplexer. However, in terms of cross-talks and efficiency losses, the designed structure demands for further improvements.
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